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Adventure stories from traveling in the Middle East and India. Adventure through Oman, the
UAE, Egypt, Jordan and India. Pick up a coconut shell and wash an elephant. Take a moment to
marvel at the wonders of Petra. Hike into the dunes of Wadi Rum or to the top of Mount Sinai. Try
not to get caught while being smuggled across a police checkpoint in Egypt. Do this and a whole
lot more. It's all in the book "I've Never Seen a Purple Cow".
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I meet on my travels;you give me my stories. I’ve never seen a purple cow;I never hope to see
one.But I can tell you anyhow,I’d rather see than be one. ~Frank Gelett Burgess,
1895 DUBAIThe City that Screams, Look at Me!OMANThe Place of Letting Fall the AnchorThe
Pearl of IslamWork in ProgressOman SamplerINDIAEveryone Else Is EnlightenedWhat is Your
Good Name?I’ve Never Seen a Purple CowTemples of the
GodsEGYPTRelocatingAlexandriaRootsThe Tomb of Ahmed SaeedThe Underside of
EgyptInsha’AllahJORDANLawrence Was HereA Rose-red City Half as Old as TimeThe Low
PointThe King’s HighwayThanks Be to GodIs This the Way to Iraq?

I’ve never seen a purple cow;I never hope to see one.But I can tell you anyhow,I’d rather see
than be one. ~Frank Gelett Burgess, 1895 DUBAIThe City that Screams, Look at Me!
OMANThe Place of Letting Fall the AnchorThe Pearl of IslamWork in ProgressOman
SamplerINDIAEveryone Else Is EnlightenedWhat is Your Good Name?I’ve Never Seen a Purple
CowTemples of the GodsEGYPTRelocatingAlexandriaRootsThe Tomb of Ahmed SaeedThe
Underside of EgyptInsha’AllahJORDANLawrence Was HereA Rose-red City Half as Old as
TimeThe Low PointThe King’s HighwayThanks Be to GodIs This the Way to
Iraq? IntroductionWhen I was first asked to write an introduction to this book, I didn’t know what
to write. Do I write about what traveling means to me? Do I write about how traveling has
changed me? Inspired me? Boring! When I read a travel book, I want to hear about all the
dreadful things that happened to that other person so that I can sit smugly in my chair and think,
better you that me buster. When I tell people my travel stories, I do the same thing; I leave out the
easy stuff: that time at the airport when no one searched me despite the electric toothbrush that
was buzzing in my backpack; or when I didn’t get killed walking across the street in Hanoi,
though I’m pretty sure every motorcycle was aimed directly at me. No one cares that I was given
a free hotel room in Sri Lanka, that it overlooked the ocean and that I had a complimentary lunch
and dinner at the resort buffet. People want to hear about the dirt, the misadventures. They want
to clutch their sides and laugh at the poor slob whose backpack comes down the airport



baggage carrousel covered in pig urine, and then laugh at the pig that follows it. (I was laughing
too, about a year later.)A lot of what makes up travel may seem like a misadventure. But it’s
mostly just business as usual when you’re trying to figure out why someone is chopping wood in
the hotel room above yours, or why the toilet seat keeps sliding off the bowl whenever you sit
down, or what to do when your wife tosses the wash water down the toilet along with your
underwear. One must then live by my well-worn motto: If you need it and you don’t have it, then
you don’t need it. Consequently, people seem to think that traveling to foreign countries is a lot of
frustration, or as one of my friend’s put it after she had read a previous book about my travels,
“You are living my worst nightmare.”Sure, traveling does involve some weird and unusual
experiences and an odd–sighting here or there (take for instance the giant purple cow standing
next to the Pyramids in Giza). But it’s not all like that. A lot of traveling is relaxing, fun, charming
and gratifying. Some of it is boring too. How much fun can you derive from standing in a queue at
a train station for hours and then find that as soon as you get to the front, the window is slammed
closed? It’s all part of the experience I say – this being a phrase that sometimes gets me a death-
glare from my wife, Janet.I am big sci-fi fan. I am anxiously awaiting transporter technology that
will allow me to lounge at home (maybe read a good travel book) while the queue at the train
station shuffles forward. Then, I can just pop back in when it’s my turn at the window. Think of the
revolution in travel that would spark. Better yet, let’s add time travel to the equation.I have dialed
into my time transporter machine the city of Dubai and the year 1988. Wouldn’t that be the
ultimate? To choose when we visit as well as where? Imagine seeing the great pyramids of Giza
when they were under construction? Or sauntering into Petra before it was re-discovered? I
would love to see the Dubai Creek at sunset in the days when great dhows plied its water, to visit
the shipyard and watch these wooden ships being made: planks held between bare feet while
curls of teak sail into the air. In 1988 that was still possible.
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I didn’t know what to write. Do I write about what traveling means to me? Do I write about how
traveling has changed me? Inspired me? Boring! When I read a travel book, I want to hear about
all the dreadful things that happened to that other person so that I can sit smugly in my chair and
think, better you that me buster. When I tell people my travel stories, I do the same thing; I leave
out the easy stuff: that time at the airport when no one searched me despite the electric
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complimentary lunch and dinner at the resort buffet. People want to hear about the dirt, the
misadventures. They want to clutch their sides and laugh at the poor slob whose backpack
comes down the airport baggage carrousel covered in pig urine, and then laugh at the pig that
follows it. (I was laughing too, about a year later.)A lot of what makes up travel may seem like a
misadventure. But it’s mostly just business as usual when you’re trying to figure out why



someone is chopping wood in the hotel room above yours, or why the toilet seat keeps sliding off
the bowl whenever you sit down, or what to do when your wife tosses the wash water down the
toilet along with your underwear. One must then live by my well-worn motto: If you need it and
you don’t have it, then you don’t need it. Consequently, people seem to think that traveling to
foreign countries is a lot of frustration, or as one of my friend’s put it after she had read a
previous book about my travels, “You are living my worst nightmare.”Sure, traveling does involve
some weird and unusual experiences and an odd–sighting here or there (take for instance the
giant purple cow standing next to the Pyramids in Giza). But it’s not all like that. A lot of traveling
is relaxing, fun, charming and gratifying. Some of it is boring too. How much fun can you derive
from standing in a queue at a train station for hours and then find that as soon as you get to the
front, the window is slammed closed? It’s all part of the experience I say – this being a phrase
that sometimes gets me a death-glare from my wife, Janet.I am big sci-fi fan. I am anxiously
awaiting transporter technology that will allow me to lounge at home (maybe read a good travel
book) while the queue at the train station shuffles forward. Then, I can just pop back in when it’s
my turn at the window. Think of the revolution in travel that would spark. Better yet, let’s add time
travel to the equation.I have dialed into my time transporter machine the city of Dubai and the
year 1988. Wouldn’t that be the ultimate? To choose when we visit as well as where? Imagine
seeing the great pyramids of Giza when they were under construction? Or sauntering into Petra
before it was re-discovered? I would love to see the Dubai Creek at sunset in the days when
great dhows plied its water, to visit the shipyard and watch these wooden ships being made:
planks held between bare feet while curls of teak sail into the air. In 1988 that was still
possible.Well, I can’t go back to 1988, and I can’t simply beam over to Dubai for dinner. But, in a
way, I can still travel back in time. I can go back as far as 1995. That’s when Janet and I began
traveling. I can remember Nepal in the spring of 1996 or Cambodia in the winter of 2003. My time
machine allows me to look at a specific place at a specific time. Usually I remember it as all
being wonderful and easy. (It’s funny how the brain conveniently filters out the filth, the noise and
the crowds when I’m trying to convince Janet to take another trip to India.) If my memory fails
me, she is right there to toss me one of her books and say, “Why don’t you read that part
again?”Last year, 2008, marked our fourth time visiting India. (I’m very good at convincing.) I can
see the changes that have happened since our last visit. The chaos of traffic has grown. Large
modern houses now line the roads outside of Kothamangalam where once there were only
rubber plantations. Mangalore has new highways, new modern hotels, a mega-mall. Two years
ago, I could easily find an international phone booth where I could call home. Now I am more
likely to find a man offering me a cell phone. I can’t change the fact that cultures everywhere
progress, but in traveling to these places again and again, I can witness a piece of their
evolution. Voila, time travel!With the Middle East, it was different. This was our first trip to the
Arabian Peninsula. I could only compare what I saw there to what I had seen previously on TV;
and most of what TV offered was images of white robed men with headscarves at summit
meetings, or men on exploding streets with guns, or women clad head to toe in black, wailing



over a wounded relative. Let’s face it; the American media isn’t big on showing the better side of
the Muslim community. I went to the Middle East expecting everyone to raise an eyebrow that I
was American. The Muslims don’t like the Americans, do they? Actually, they do. Almost
everyone we met wanted to go to America and knew of someone—an uncle, a cousin, a brother
or a friend—who lived and worked there.The Middle East surprised me in other ways. In the Arab
city of Dubai, for instance, I expected there to be Arabs; Surprise! In fact, there are more Indians
there than Arabs. I didn’t expect the biblical sites of Jordan to be so touristy; surprise! In Oman, I
didn’t expect the Omanis to be so unbelievably friendly. They welcomed us into their homes,
drove out of their way to give us directions. The Jordanians, they were flowing over with the
desire to serve us tea and hand over another sample of some scrumptious thing from the
bakery; I didn’t expect that. I didn’t expect the overnight train in Egypt to be so nice (I’d heard
reports; they were wrong). I didn’t expect Jordan to be so full of architectural wonders. But there I
go, talking about the niceties of travel.I’m going to stop now. I’m going to set my time machine to
the winter of 2008-2009. Then, I’m going to transport you over the Atlantic Ocean (a single flick
of the wrist) and deposit you in Dubai. From there you will go overland to Oman, by air to India
and to Egypt and then by ferry to Jordan. Although this adventure took us four months to
complete, breakthroughs in the advancement of time travel should allow you to complete it much
faster. I do hope that a pig doesn’t urinate on your backpack, but with this sort of travel, there are
no guarantees. Bon VoyageJohn Anderson DUBAIThe City that Screams, Look at Me!TWELVE
AND A HALF hours after leaving the United States, the pilot of our United Airlines flight
announced that the passengers on the left-hand side of the plane should open their window
shades to witness a thunderstorm. There was a pause, “We won’t be flying through it,” he said,
“It’s thirty miles away, but it’s the most spectacular storm I’ve ever seen.” I was seated on the
right side of the plane, but through a gap in shoulders, I could see the blackness outside turn to
stripes of blinding white. The stripes flashed one after the other lighting up our aircraft wing as if
it were under the eye of a strobe light. A well-timed wake-up call I thought as legs were uncurled
and blankets pushed aside to get a look. When craned necks had obliterated my view, John
motioned to the other side of the plane. Our pilot hadn’t mentioned that side, but there was a
spectacle there all the same. “Look, it’s our first Arabian moon,” John said.That small crescent of
white hung above us as we lowered down into our first Middle Eastern city. The Middle East is an
area of the world we hadn’t yet explored, and with temperatures in the United States assuming
their wintery role, it seemed the perfect place in which to escape the snow. As the flight
attendants made their final announcements, we touched down into a balmy 79°F Dubai.I hadn’t
given myself much time for expectations. This trip wasn’t well planned. That is, we hadn’t spent
hours poring over guidebooks or checking out literature on the Internet or in the library. We had
simply pointed to a place on our map that we had never been before and said, “Let’s go.” A week
before we left we had done a sample packing of what to take. We laid the items out beside the
backpacks we had bought the week before.John and I are into what you might call minimalist
packing. On one prior trip, John even insisted on eliminating all extra underwear to lighten the



load. We’ve since settled on the wear-one-take-one philosophy: one extra shirt, one extra pair of
underwear, one extra pair of socks. Usually we take only one pair of pants (the one on our legs)
but in this case, because we would be doing a lot of camping with little opportunity for daily
washings, we agreed on two. It was a big decision. In fact, what to pack was more of a decision
than where to go. We took along only one guidebook, the Oman, UAE and Arabian Peninsula
Lonely Planet. We would buy or trade other guidebooks as we needed them. We even went so
far as to consider tearing out the “Arabian Peninsula” portion that didn’t apply to Dubai or Oman.
We didn’t; I thought the other portions might make for interesting reading on one of our long
nights in the tent.We took along everything one might need for camping in the wild: a bug-screen
tent, the tent fly I had made for it, a one-ounce alcohol stove, two tiny titanium pots and titanium
sporks (those all-purpose spoon-forks), a water filter and fleece sweatshirts that when not being
worn doubled as our pillows. I packed a silk scarf for the times I would be visiting mosques and
needed to cover my head. We each took a long sleeve shirt in addition to our one extra
lightweight, quick-drying T-shirt and we took bathing suits. I knew I would be adding weight in the
way of food and a few souvenirs; but when we left home, our packs weighed in at only sixteen
pounds each.Our planning time, all of a few weeks, had been devoted more to what to take then
where to go and thus my imagination on what to expect hadn’t had ample time to grow. My
homework on Dubai had been limited to finding a hotel for our first night and to printing a Google
map on how to get to it. I did know there was money in Dubai; the United Arab Emirates (UAE)
has the world’s third largest reserve of oil. I did know that Dubai developers had built islands that
jutted out into the Arabian Gulf in the shape of Palm leaves and two in the shape of the world
and the universe, though I had never seen pictures of them. I knew that Dubai boasted the soon-
to-be tallest building in the world and that its Mall of the Emirates had a ski resort inside it. But
these things didn’t imprint any preconceived images in my mind of this oil-wealthy city.They
should have. I should have expected the airport terminal to look, as it did, more like a first-class
mall than an airport. I should have expected the efficiency, the speed and the ease of getting
through customs and finding a taxi. Because I also knew that Dubai and other cities in the
Middle East are where many Indian guest workers come, I should have expected our taxi driver
to be from India. In fact, he was from a city with which we were familiar. We rattled off the names
of places we had been near his hometown. He threw his head back and laughed and then
challenged me to use my smattering of Malayalam words on him (Malayalam is the South Indian
Keralan language). I remembered the words for mother, grandmother, brother, sister and egg; he
was duly impressed. Perhaps I should have also expected the people working at our hotel to be
from India, and the salesmen in the markets to be from India and the men who worked at tourist
information, and all the people who worked at the restaurants and at the Internet cafés
too.“Where are the Arabs?” John asked. It shouldn’t have been such a ridiculous question, but at
first it did seem that we might well be in India (albeit a clean, sparkling India) with a smattering of
Arabs thrown in here and there. On our first day visiting the local markets (called souks) we saw
and met more foreigners than locals. It was Indians who sat behind the display cases selling the



stylish sacks of rice. It was Indians who sold the textiles in the Textile Souk. In all of the museums
that we visited, the workers were Indian. In the Heritage House, it was a man from Chennai, India
who offered us Arabian tea and cardamom and rose-water soaked snacks while we sat on
cushions in the “place of sitting” called the majli.“I came here to work for two years,” he told us. “I
will go home for one month and then come back here again.”Later, when we stopped to ask
directions (“Can you tell us please the way to the Electronic Souk?”) it was a man from India who
told us, “You come look in my shop. Here is best. You don’t want to go to the Chinese bullshit
market. My store is better.”It wasn’t just Indians either; there were Filipinos and Africans and
Russians. Of the 2.3 million people living in the UAE, less than 15 percent are nationals; over 40
percent are Indians. But we wanted to see Arabs and it seemed, at least for the time being, we
would have to be content with the life-size dioramas we saw at the Dubai museum. It was at the
Dubai Museum, housed in an old renovated fort, where we learned about the early way of life of
the people of the UAE. We learned about their homes, their rituals, their crafts, their games,
schools, customs and clothing. We learned how they used falcons for hunting and about their
pearl diving and shipbuilding skills. I took photo after photo of men, women, and children
dressed in traditional Arabic outfits. My friends back home might have to settle for photos of
mannequins.It was on our third day in the city that we finally saw more than the previous day’s
smattering of men in their white tunics (dishdashas) and their checkered headscarves (gutras),
and women in their black robes (abeyyas) and headscarves (shayla). It was the UAE’s National
Day and families came out of the woodwork for the festivities. Enormous country flags were
strung from boats and flung down buildings like gift wrapping veils. Dignitaries gave speeches in
front of a miniature Dubai skyline with all the tall landmark buildings in attendance. The Sheikh
Mohammed Center for Cultural Understanding was lit up in red, green and white, and the
Heritage Village was awash in games and staged events like the rifle-throwing competition. And,
everywhere there were locals. There were so many locals in fact, that we had to slowly
maneuver through them to get to the fifteen-meter long raisin cake that was being passed out in
brick-sized chunks as way of celebration.Elsewhere there were demonstrations of traditional
crafts and of food making. There were dancing events and music. At the cultural center, we saw
a traditional camel yard and Bedouin tents and examples of the old-style wind tower houses
called barajeel.Barajeel-style homes feature living quarters that open into an interior courtyard to
allow air to circulate around the rooms. The houses are constructed close to each other with
narrow alleys (sikkas) running between them from the north to the south. The alleys end at the
creek. High walls shade the houses, and wind can circulate freely. Houses in this style all contain
wind towers, high-walled chimney-like structures that have four open sides, each of which is
hollowed into a concave V-shape for deflecting the wind downward to cool the rooms below.
Water thrown on the floor beneath the tower cools the house through evaporation.After viewing
the houses, we maneuvered back through throngs of people to get across the Dubai Creek. The
Dubai Creek, a long tidal inlet, is the colorful and chaotic heart of the city. Day and night, it
bustles with handmade wooden ships called dhows that sail goods in and out of the waterway



on their way to and from Iran. Along Bin Yas Street, we saw a forest of masts poking up from the
dhows moored at the quay. On the edge of the river were the tourist dhows—replicas of ancient
crafts that today take tourists on belly-dancing dinner cruises. Next to them were the dhow-style
private yachts. All of them shared water space with jet skis, motorboats, the amphibious bus (a
floating yellow school bus), and the abras.The covered wooden abras are the water taxis. There
are a lot of them. They make the crossing from three stations on the Bur Dubai side of the river to
the three stations on the Deira side of the river all day long. On National Day, they were in high
demand and as one bumped the dock, we scurried onboard and scooted our butts over to allow
everyone else to scurry on as well. When our abra was full, off it went. It bumped the dock, and
set off into the wavy seawater. During our five-minute journey across the river, we crisscrossed,
over-took, narrowly missed and avoided dozens of other abras. When our boat bumped the dock
on the other side, we all stood up, wobbled to maintain balance, and hurried off before the boat
departed to a dock a few meters away to load up with passengers going the other way. John
stood in the middle of the unloading dock to film the mayhem while wave after wave of exiting
passengers tried hard not to run him down.From all of this, my image of Dubai could easily have
become one of a city of traditional ways. We had visited the souks (one for gold, one for
perfume, one for spices, one for fruits and vegetables, one for textiles). We had walked through
the old Bastakiyya Quarter with its restored 1930s wind towers houses that were once the
residence of wealthy Persian merchants. We had ridden the abras across the Dubai Creek and
seen the traditional handmade wooden dhow being loaded at the wharfs. But my image of Dubai
was only half-complete. The other half took a 180-degree turn from tradition and went over the
top with glitz and glamour. The other half seemed materialistic beyond anyone’s wildest dreams.
The other half was Dubai screaming, “Look at me!”You need only start with the Burj al-Arab to
see what I mean. This is Dubai’s seven-star hotel with its iconic dhow sail design. It is the world’s
tallest dedicated hotel. Unfortunately, we couldn’t go there to wander around. To get in, a three-
day advance booking is required for lunch, cocktails, afternoon tea or dinner, and you have to
give your confirmation number at the security gate. Since we didn’t have the required time for a
booking (nor the appropriate dress) we were denied a look inside. But that’s OK; there were
plenty of other opulent buildings to add a glaze to our eyeballs. The Grand Hyatt, for one, was
amazing. After a long walk from downtown to reach it, we relaxed in plush chairs at its river-fed,
greenery-attired atrium, all the while wondering how we were going to hide our daypack so we
didn’t look so un-worthy of the ambiance. The ambience was one that I didn’t want to leave,
especially the restroom—a full spa with rose pedals surrounding floating candles and mystic
music piped into warm steamy air. But we did have to leave and I suppose our inquiry at the
concierge desk didn’t bode well for our fitting-in either when we asked how we could get to the
dhow shipyard. It wasn’t so much our destination that raised an eyebrow as how we wanted to
get there. “We want to walk.”“I’m sorry ma’am, you cannot walk there; it is too far.”“How far is
it?”“It is very, very far ma’am. Maybe ten minutes by car. Shall I call you a taxi?”“We prefer to
walk. We already walked here from downtown.”“You walked here from downtown? That is very,



very far. I am impressed. I do not think this has ever been done before.”Walking is apparently
something that people in Dubai don’t do. It isn’t that Dubai isn’t pedestrian friendly; it is. But why
walk when a Ferrari, a Porsche or a Cadillac can take you there instead, or better yet your
chauffeur? Not having the benefit of any of these, we walked. We walked through the beautiful
Creek Side Park to see the Creek Golf and Yacht Clubhouse that is designed to resemble
Sydney’s Opera House. We walked the pedestrian sidewalks along the flower-adorned
highways. We walked across the Al-Maktoum Bridge with its sweeping views of the river and its
boat traffic. We never found the dhow shipyard, but we did find the Dubai City Center Mall.In the
UAE, the mall is the modern-day equivalent of the traditional souk. They are big, they are
glamorous, and they are everywhere. The mall we went to was endowed with a supermarket, an
amusement park, a food court and a cinema complex in addition to 300 stores. The biggest mall,
The Mall of the Emirates, houses over 450 stores, several cinemas, and the new Ski Dubai. Ski
Dubai is the world’s largest indoor snow park (are there others?) You can toboggan, snowboard
or ski down slopes including the “world’s first” indoor black-diamond run. It snows in the mall’s
ski-resort every night with real snow.So you’ve shopped, you’ve skied, you’ve been to the
beaches, gone to the spa (where you’ve relaxed reading the Gulf news—printed on thick, high-
gloss paper); you’ve checked out the yachts and the fancy cars; now it’s time to go back to your
$7000 a night hotel. Dubai has some of the most expensive hotels in the world. Perhaps they
deserve those price tags—photos of their interiors do look lavish—but John and I opted for a
room at the lower-priced Residence Deira by the Meridian—a one bedroom, one and half bath
apartment with a dining room, living room and full kitchen. It was only one bedroom shy of the
size of our apartment back home (and five times more expensive). It even came with stickers in
every room with little arrows pointing the way to Mecca. OMANThe Place of Letting Fall the
AnchorTHE SHOPKEEPER SAW me looking at his display of Khanjar daggers. “Welcome,
welcome,” he said as his arm swept toward a wall full of rifles. “Where are you from?” When I told
him America, he said, “Ah, America. More people should come to Oman from America.” Then he
shook his head. “But Americans, they don’t know about Oman. You say I am going to Oman and
they say, ‘what is this Oman? Is this something to eat?’”~Conversation with shopkeeper in
Nizwa, Oman
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Jess, “Great read. This is a great read for someone who is thinking a out traveling. The author
talks about the wonderful parts of travel but also the reality of cons. Definitely read this if you
have never traveled outside of your own country”

Robyn, “I've Never Seen a Purple Cow. I read this book cover to cover in one sitting it was so
fascinating. Even the chapter titles of this book are enticing. Who wouldn't want to read about the
Underside of Egypt?The author takes you right into her world so you feel as if you are tagging
along with heron her adventures. The stories in this book are written in a very readable style with
a lot of laugh out loud humor. The book is laid out as individual storiesabout typical days that
really aren't all that typical. This book takes you through the Middle East where you camp
through Oman visiting amazing ancient cities, andthen to Egypt with a hilarious story about
being smuggled across an Egyptian control post, then through Jordan with stories of castles and
Wadi Rum and Petra, and finally to southern India.I definitely recommend this book, and I'm
anxious to read her others too.”

marie, “A must read for travelers. From the beginning the author makes you a part of her travels.
An easy read, that you won't want to put down tillyou are finished.  All of her books are like that!!”

The book by Janet Anderson has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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